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Abstract: The assertion from the title is proved in 
the case of o>- Luzin spaces. The proof of the general (non-
separable) case is also indicated. 
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The following theorem solves a problem which has been 
open for some time. 
Theorem. If L, and L2 are Luzin subspaces of a comple-
tely regular space X then so is L u L^# 
Corollary. If I.s and Lg are co-Luzin subspaces of a com-
pletely regular space X then so is L tcL 2. 
In fact we shall prove just Corollary because the proof 
of Theorem is analogous, one just uses the corresponding re-
sults in wnon-separable" theory developed in LF-H-»3 and 
[F-HpJ; see also the concluding remark which points out an 
additional trick needed in the general case. For convenience 
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of the reader we shall recall all definitions and proper-
ties needed in the proof. 
In what follows all topological spaces are assumed to 
be completely regular (this includes Hausdorff). 
Before recalling the definitions, note that o>-analytic 
introduced in tF-H-,3 means exactly analytic in the sense of 
lF-j3 or [R-J , i.e. K-analytic in the sense of Q. Choquet £Ch3 
and V. Snejder C§3. Also note that the term o-Luzin intro-
duced in [F-EL3 means exactly Borelian in the sense of -̂ -.J, 
i.e. descriptive Borel in the sense of [1^3,'i.e. K-Iuzin in 
analogy to K-analytic. 
A space X is called co-analytic if there exists an upper 
semi-continuous compact-valued correspondence f (abb. usco-
compact correspondence) from a separable completely metriz-
able space S onto X; the correspondence f is called an o>-
analytic parametrization of X. If f can be chosen disjoint 
(i.e. s,te S, ŝ -t implies f ts3nf[t3= 0) then X is called 
co-Luzin, and f is called an cJ-Iuzin parametrization of X. 
Note that a correspondence f:S—* X is a triple such 
that f is a subset of S^X^ the image of TcS under f is the 
set 
fLTJ = ix (<£t,x> 6 f for some tj, 
and if T = {tj is a singleton we write simply fit3 instead 
of f Ht$3 . The images of singletons are called the "values" 
of f. 
Our proof of Corollary is based on playing with corres-
pondences. For basic properties of correspondences we refer 
to tF2l, or LF^l , CF-J . 
Recall that if f.:S.—* X are usco-compact correspon-
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deneee with X Hausdorff, then so are the correspondences 
A i f ^ . T T f S ^ - ^ X 
\M-i . .-2*s i .—i-x 
where 
AUi?[{SiKl =- flfi^!, 
\/i*±] U,s] = fjtsl. 
It is trivial that A-£ f̂ J is disjoint if all fi are disjoint, 
and V i f ^ is disjoint if all f. are disjoint and the family 
of the ranges of f. is di3joint. 
It follows that both co-analytic and G>-Luzin subspaces 
of a given space are closed under countable intersections, 
co-analytic subspaces are closed under countable unions, and 
co-Luzin spaces are closed under countable disjoint unions. 
(In fact we can show that o-analytic sub3paces are cloaed 
under the Suslin operation, and co-Luzin sub3pacea are clo-
sed under the disjoint Suslin operation.) It was shown in 
[F-p Remark Th. 103 that a 6f-compact space does not need to 
be CJ -Luzin (hence, in general, o-Luzin sub3paces are not 
closed under countable unions). The main trick in the proof 
of Corollary is the following 
Lemma 1. Let L be an o -Luzin subspace of an CJ-Luzin 
space X. If h:S—>• L is an co-Luzin parametrization of L, then 
there exist3 an o) -Luzin parametrization k:T—^X of X auch 
that the family { Lr. k C tl [ t e Tj refines the family -fhtsj|s c 
6 Sj. 
For the proof of Lemma 1 we need to recall several facts 
about co-Baire sets (called Baire sets usually). If X is a 
space then Baa)(X) is the smallest 6"-algebra making all con-
tinuous real-valued functions measurable (or equivalently, 
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containing the zero sets of continuous functions); the ele-
ments are called ca-Baire sets. 
Fact 1. If A-̂  and A-, are a)-analytic subsets of X, 
A l n A 2 ~ ^> then A^c BcX - A2 for some cJ-Baire set B (this 
is the first separation principle, see CF,, Th. 53 or [P-j, 
Th. 5.33). 
Fact 2. If X is co-Luzin, B is a o)-Baire set in X, then 
B is o>-Luzin (IF-,, Th. 12}, [F^, Th. 7.73). 
Fact 3. If LcM, L is <x> -Luzin and M is metrizable then 
L is a Baire set in M (CF-p Th. 163, CF-,, Prop. 7.103). 
Lemma 2. If $& is a countable collection of CJ -Baire 
sets in an o)-Luzin space X, then there exists an o -Luzin 
parametrization k:T—> X such that for each B in 35 and te T 
we have either kUtJcB or kCtl c X - B. 
Proof. For each B in 33 let fB be an o -Luzin parametri-
zation of B, and let gB be an a> -Luzin parametrization of L -
- B. Put kB = fBv gB, 
k =A4k B|B e B I . 
Proof of Lemma 1: Let Ql be a countable base for the 
topology of S. For each U in 1L the sets h[U3 and h[S - U3 
are analytic and mutually disjoint in X, and hence by Fact 1 
we can choose an co -Baire set B^ in X such that 
htUJcB-jC XNhESN UJ. 
Efy Lemma 2 there exists an (.u-Luzin parametrization k:T— r X 
such that for each V e % and each t e. T we have either k£tJ c 
c By or kltjc X ^ B Q . Obviously k has the required property. 
Proof of Corollary. We may and shall assume that X = 
= L,u Lg. For i = 1,2 let f? be any o -Luzin parametrizatiom 
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of L^. Since f?A f° i s an o>-Luzin parametrization of L = 
= I^n Lg, by Lemma 1 there exists an c*>-Luzin parametriza-
tion fx of 1^, i = 1,2, such that 
^ L s 3 n L * refines i ( f jAf | )Ct3? , 
and by induction there exist d>-Luzin parametrizations f ? of 
L i f ne a> , i = 1,2, such that 
the traces on L of the values of f? refine the values 
of fnA f .̂ Put 
t± = A 4 f
n | n e oi • 
Thus f^ is an &>-Luzin parametrization of 1.̂ , i = 1,2, and 
it is easy to check that 
(*) if Lnf^s-jJ ofgls^l-^^ then Lnf-̂ s-jl * Lnfgta^l f 
that means, the traces on L of the values of f-. coincide with 
those of the values of f2» 
Denote by S^ the domain of f., i = 1,2, and consider 
the set 
C = -Us-^s^l f^s^nfglsgl.+ jBl . 
Since f is usco, C is a closed set in S-jX S2, hence C is a 
separable complete metric space, and by (#) the projections 
jr • :S,--->-S2 restricted to C are one-to-one. Put (i = 1,2) 
T± = J3r4rc3 . 
Since ..ir^:C —^T^ is continuous and 1-1, T^ is an o>-Luzin 
set in S^, and since S^ is metrizable, T^ is a 6>-Badre set 
in S^, and so is the complement T^ = S ^ T^. Hence T/ is an 
a>-Luzin space, and hence ̂ ^ 3 is an o>-Luzin space. So it 
remains to show that 
(**) LMf^T-pufgCTp) 
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is co-Luzin, because the sets -^£-^3 and - ^ ^ P are d i s J ° i n t * 
Define g:C — > X by 
g L<*!%*%>3 x :fitsi' u ^ ^ # 
By (#) g is a disjoint correspondence, and one easily checks 
that g is usco-compact. Hence g[CJ is c->-.Uazin, and it fol-
lows from the disjointnesa of f^ and f2, and from the defini-
tion of T-£ and T2, that g[CJ is the set O K * ) . 
Remark. In the general case of Luzin spaces one should 
check that 
^ i C — > s i 
are £-dd-preserving to prove that T, are Baire sets and that 
g is 6-dd-preserving. To this end it is convenient to prove 
the following more general result: 
Lemma 3. Let f^S.*—.> X, i « 1,2, be usco-compact and 
6 -dd-preserving. Assume that S. are metric. Put 
C =Ksirs2>| t1ia^nt2l$2l^ 0}. 
Then the projections S^x. S 2 restricted to C are €•-dd-preser-
ving. 
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